Partnerships for Success

*Partners who intimately understand the ethos of environmental surveillance*

1. Partner with an appropriately accredited Lab that can process wastewater safely, extract RNA, turn around in a timely fashion - with a reliable energy resource
2. Ensure to anchor and foster an enabling environment - Appropriate policy and regulatory approvals in place
3. Establish the cadence with partners of minimum weekly diverse sense making and analytical discussion before reporting
4. Leverage Media Platforms that the project team along with partners can control their own messaging on - for example Social Media Outreach and daily active social media
5. Secure a mandate of diversity of professionals along the continuum
6. Learning mindset and frequent closing the loop framework. This also involves being open to other signals and the changes in the eco systems. For instance - if there is a new infrastructural development in the city and another Sewage Treatment Plant is established - this could be an additional source of information.
7. Integrate into a platform along with partners - a surveillance system that is agile in nature - where other makers guide the action -reserving agency energy when there is little to no risk - but with scope of rapid scale up when risk is spotted twinned with appropriate adaptive resource allocation